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INTRODUCTION

The present study was undertaken in order to develop test methods and procedures for

measuring the variation of the stress intensity factor through the thickness in bimaterial

specimens containing cracks within and parallel to the bond line using the frozen stress

photoelastic method. Since stress freezing materials are incompressible above critical tem-

perature, and since thick plates are to be employed which tend to produce a state of plane

strain near the crack tip, the interface near tip fracture equations [1] reduce to the clas-

sic form for homogeneous materials. Moreover, zero thickness interfaces do not exist when

materials are bonded together.

It was decided early on that it would be important to insure a uniform straight and

accurate crack tip region through the thickness of the body to reduce scatter in the SIF

distribution through the thickness. It was also observed that rubberlike materials which

were desired to be modeled exhibited significant tip blunting prior to crack extension and

that some blunting of the tip would provide a more realistic model. It should be noted

that, in normal stress freezing photoelastic work, it is considered good practice to avoid

utilizing data near bond lines in photoelastic models due to the bond line stresses which

inevitably develop when two parts are bonded together. Thus, the present study involves

certain exploratory aspects in deviating from standard practice in stress freezing work.

With the above ideas in mind, several different test methods were investigated and are

described in the following sections and appendices. The geometry selected for the program

was a thick, edge cracked specimen containing a bond line.

TEST METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Ideally suited materials for the proposed program would be two stress freezing materials

with identical thermal coefficients of expansion at both room and critical temperature (To)

and identical Tc values; in fact, materials identical in all respects except in modulus above

To. It was found early on that different materials with matching Tc values could not be
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found, that Tc values (where the material, upon cooling, transforms from the rubbery to

the glassy state) even varied for the same material from batch to batch. These limitations

led to the investigation of a variety of crack types and material combinations in seeking

a reliable combination. All of the frozen stress data were analyzed by the two parameter

method developed by the P.I. [2].

A-Bond Line Cracks

The first set of experiments examined two different specimen types for bond line cracks

Type A - Two different commercial photoelastic materials with Tc values differing by 20 ° to

25 ° F and with matched thermal coefficients of expansion.-The crack was formed by placing

a thin strip of Teflon over part of the surfacii to be bonded. Although reasonable results

were obtained, replication of specimens was difficult, the crack fronts were not uniform and

the bond line thickness could not be kept constant.

Type B - Specimens consisting of pure araldite on one side of the bond line and araldite

with 25% by weight of aluminum powder on the other side were used. Here Tc's were matched

exactly but the coefficients of thermal expansion _oveTc differed by nearly 20%. Cracks

were machined in as vee-notches. Again test results were within conventional photoelastic

results (< +4%) but the araldite exhibited certain unstable characteristics when thermally

cycled repeatedly.

Results from the first set of experiments are presented in [3]. (Appendix I, p. 2, Table III)

The Type B experiments used a three specimen test procedure consisting of homogeneous,

homogeneous bonded and bimaterial bonded specimens in order to separate out the effect of

bond stress from that of modulus mismatch. Results from these experiments are presented

in Appendix I, p. 3, Table IV. Then, using the Type B three specimen concept, a series of

experiments were conducted for cracks in bond lines inclined to the applied load producing

mixed mode local fields as well as pure mode I and results are found in Ref. [4] (Appendix

II, p. 4, Table II)). These results revealed that increases in the stress intensity level for the
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bond line cracks was of the order of 20% above those in a homogeneous specimen for Mode

I (_ = 0) and small angles of inclination of the bond line to a normal to the applied load

(i.e. _ = 15°). However for larger angles of inclination of 30 ° and 45 °, no increase in the

stress intensity level was observed. This was due to the reorientation of the stress fringes

relative to the applied load (Ap II, p. 6, Fig. 5). It was also noted that a modulus ratio of

1.98 in the bimaterial specimens had no significant effect on the stress intensity level at the

crack tip for _ = 0 °. This was also noted in [1]. In all cases, the stress intensity factor (SIF)

at mid thickness was always higher than near the edges but the difference was sometimes

of the order of the experimental scatter. However, the effect of the homogeneous bond line

and bimaterial bond line specimens on the SIF distribution through the thickness did not

appear significant.

B-Cracks Parallel to But Not In Bond Line

For this study, edge cracked specimens were again employed and blunted crack tips were

machined in to simulate the blunting in the real material. The three specimen method was

again employed, and two commercially available stress freezing materials were used. The Tc

values differed by 25°F and, in order to minimize this effect, the cracks were located in the

material with the highest To. In this way, when the higher Tc material became glassy, it

was restrained by only the soft part of the bimaterial specimen. (i.e. Eso#/Eglassy ,,_ 0.5%).

Then, when the lower Tc material became glassy, it only slightly stressed the higher Tc

material and this stress was released upon slicing. The effect of this procedure was checked

by conducting a no-load stress freezing cycle prior to stress freezing under load. Results

(Appendix III, p. 6, Fig. 2, p. 7, Fig.4) showed that only the non-singular stress changed in

the data zone and here the change was constant for all data points indicating no resulting

effect upon the SIF values. Cracks located 12.7 mm. from the bond line were unaffected

by bond stresses in either the homogeneous bonded or the bimaterial bonded specimens.

In fact, only the crack 3.18 mm from the bond line in the bonded bimaterial specimen

(El�E2 ,_ 4.00) showed any significant increase in stress intensity level and that increase
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was 29%. However, a small shear mode was detected in all cracks not in the bond line

(Appendix III p. 7 Fig. 5). Followup experiments using the materials of Appendix II and

duplicating this test geometry showed neither shear mode nor SIF elevation suggesting that

both of those effects are related solely to Tc mismatch. The SIF distribution through the

thickness was thumbnailed as expected and the mid- thickness value varied from 12 to 26%

above the edge slice values in the homogeneous specimen and from 6 to 28_in the bimaterial

specimens. The results of this part of the study are found in Ref. [5] (Appendix III, p. 3,

Table II, Table III).

SUMMARY

By utilizing the three specimen method, frozen stress studies can be used successfully to

measure the SIF distribution through the thickness of cracks within and parallel to bond

lines, separating bond line residual stresses from modulus and Tc mismatch effects.

The most important finding of this study is that all of the increases in the SIF observed

were due to bond line residual stress. Modulus mismatch produced no SIF increases and no

shear mode for cracks within or parallel to the bond line. This is not surprising for cracks

in thick incompressible materials as noted in Reference [1].

The second most important finding is that most stress freezing materials are not stable

enough for tests such as these unless thoroughly post cured and aged for at least six months.

Although thermal cycling helps, the age time is still recommended. -

Moreover, When using martials with different Tc v£tues, accurate Mode I SIF values can

only be obtained for cracks n_ near the bond line. However, if the crack is within the bond

line, the Tc effect will be negligible.
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Prelimina.,7 Studies of Three Dimensional E_'ec_s

on A,-ci_lcial Cracks ac Simulated Rocker NIocer Liners
by the Frozen Stress 3,In:hod
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C. W. S_h _,E.F.F_ayson _ =d C. T. Lu _

_De_a_.me'_: of E=_'mee#.ng Science a_d Me_cs, VL'_-.n_a ?olv_ech_c _LT.._dtueand State Umve._ir,,
BIacksbur,, VA 24061; _OL/AC/PL/R.KS, 4 Dr•co Dr.ve, Kd=_rds .LLrForce Base, CA 93_24-_60"

ABSTB_ACT

a pre_ary study LLm.icedto sc:ess R'ee_g
ma_ev.a.Ls, :wo cypes of bima:ena_ specmens, one

c:_i_m_ of_ phoroelas_ic materials _n_h d_erenr

cnuca3 :embers=urns (Type A) and one consisting of
a _hotoeia_v,cmacena/ with and without a/ummum

powder (the powder added to aker the modu/ua of

el_iCc7 _houc chan_in_ the critical _empera.cure
(T_e B)) are consrr_c:ed by bondin_ two halves
of _he :L_s_ar ma_e.,ia_s _o_e_her.Each type of

specimen conra,insan a,tm_=_i edge czac,k along the
bond Lineand loadednormal _o thebond line..A£ter

eva_ua_ :he _wo _en types by measuring _he
v'ar_acionof :he Mode r su'e_ inceusiry d.Lsu'ibu_ion

_h.-ou_:he specimenthickness,Type B _"-.sselecsed

asa supe.,_.ormodel and iu fea_urmstudiedinderail

I_PTROD UCTION

When atcrackisloca_eda_ the in_ bermmn

materials, near rip srre_ aaaly_s is c_mplicazed
by the _ tha_ the mode I and mode 2 srre_ int,e_iW
_c:on (S'£F) cannot be decoupled [1]. Howev_, _ the
materials are incompressible, and plane _ e_a,
_he near _p interface equations reduce co _._ more

fam£1_ _orm for isocmpic aad homop.neous elastic
 oiid.,

When c:raa::k_occur_ • mUd _

and im rubtm"lin_,_ _ c_iom are_p_
ma_y rnliz_.tad occurat• richerlow moc_m m-
rio between :he _ mazerials. The flr_ author md his

cotlea_m haw had comdderable mcce_ in mumn'Lu|

thz_ecLLmensioaa/_ in cr_Imd ko=opic and ho-

mo_aeou_ 5odi_ _Md[ • re_n_ _ _ method

[3]. The _ozen mm_m _ _ briny _ ia A
Appendix L _ order to _xplor_ tim _mmibiltW o_ such

an _pro_kin =_uriag _ d_onal and rmid- B
ual s=m effecu in such cracks u described aba_ •

sertm of ezperiment_ ,,_ conduced oa thick
in tension concamin_ bondline cracks becwee_ two dif-
ferent iacomprmible mazerta_ Two specimen :',/pes

inves:ip.:ed:

- Two ¢_mmerc/ally •v_la.ble phot, oela_c
m_teri_ with the ='6£k a/ong the bondl_ne _ by

-n_J.nu_nin_ mazerial sepia wlth• scrip o/t,e_oa
which w,s later removed. Th_ specimen _.omeU7 k
specified in Fig. I ar_ _t material prop_:im ',

are _','en Ln Table I wh_-e I, _ _he =a_e.,'!Al i".n_e
value.

Table I

PSM-9 i 1600F : 19.31 MP: 32S.rPs-m I
PLM--_ J I_0°? I 7._5NLPz : 262.TP_-m I

The _erma_ coe_'enu of".he two :na_eria_ were

pven u 39 x i0-_ per 'F a_ room :empera:ure (Ta)
and 90 x l0 -e per "F az ='iricai :e---_:eracu:e (T_).

The bondin_ aCen: is PLM-9, -I:icS _ an epox-/_iue
_em.icaily sim£az co PSM-9.

- Pure arslcLice was .4sed on one hde of the

bonaRne and ar_ce with 2_ by.weir: of a2_u_
powder wag used on the otha sideof _he bondlinem

increasetheela_c modulus.The _he.--_a_coe_=en_

were I_._ xl0_ per _F _ room _empera4ureand

avwaod t20xl0 "_ per "F a, :ha T. _th • ,ca.a-

of _-_ x 10-4 per "F..A.Rer bonding, • mackmed

ooo--

-T
t

000

l

_Iv

120 Lh -.381 - L

a W l hc t

Type A 12.29 50.80 88.90 .0%5 12.70

Type B 9.$2_ 38.10 t 88.90,1.590 12.70

Dimensions m raze/meters

Ftl. 1. Te,t Specimen DimeriSes

I
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notchwas insertedalongthebondline.The pertinent

rnateriaipropertiesaregiveninTableIf.

Table rl

Ma_erlal T,.,,,,_,_I E,o,

AraJdite 280°F 9.,14MPa 266.2Pa-m

AraJ-Alum 280°F 20.06MPa
l

PLM-9 epoxy was used as the bonding agent.A
machined notch was used to simulatethe crack.Its

dimensionsand thoseof the testspecimensaregiven

inFig.I.

Both typesofspecimensexhibiteda residualstress

fielddue to curingof the gluewhich couldnot he
annealedout becauseofthe constrainingeffectsand

in Type A, Te mismatch alsocontributeda frozen

stresspart.Fringepatternsfrom A and B afterstress

freezingbeforeand _terslicingwereusedforanalysis.

A Mode I algorithmforhomogeneous materialwas

used to converttheopticaldata intostressintensity

factor(SIF)data. The basicrelationand it'suse is

developedinAppendix II.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

- This type of specimen exhibited a residual

fringe field mainly due to the mismatch in T¢ values
but also partially due to shrinkage of the glue. This
field, which was retained throughout the stress freesing
process, was not symmetrical with respect to the bond
line and yielded different values of Kt on the two
sides of the crack. However, when averaged, both
the through thickness and slices L, M and R agreed
cioeely with the theoretical value of Ks provided by
[4], as shown in Table IIl. Unfortunately, however, the
teflon strip did not produce a straight crack front free
ofneartip

TableIII KI inMPa. _x 10a)

Material Th ° T7 _ SliceL SliceM SliceR

PLM-4B 15.17 14.95 13.18 13.05 13.75

PSM-9 15.17 15.17 15.96 15.44 16.53_

AVG 15.17 15.06 14.5__ 14.24 15.14_

" TH = Theoretical result [4];

7"7"- Through thickness;

¢ Estimated from values of L slices;

LR AVG = 14.85

distortions which caused some data to be erroneous,

producing large scatter in Kap vs. x/_ graphs lo-
cally. All slices were of the order of 0.89 mm thick and

were oriented mutually orthogonal to the crack front
and its plane.

In Table IIl, the difference between the TT result
and TA may be attributed to thickneaswis¢ variations

in the SIF which appear to be small. Differences in
SIF values on the two sides of the crack in the slices

may be attributed to the strem frozen field produced
by the Tc mismatch which is apparently complex and
is shown in Fig. 2s. Also shown is the TT fringe
pattern (Fig. 2b) and the M slice result for Type
A. It should be noted that fringe symmetry is not
expected due to the difference in material fringe values
for the two materials. The Kl variation m_erns to be
averaged out scrota the bond line. The 7"7"v_ue
of 15.06 x 10-3 compares favorably with the L-M-R
average of 14.65 x 10-3. these results were

a)No Load (AfterThermal Cycle)TT;MF = 2._ "-
_mm_

Crack Tip

b)After5item FreesingTT; MF = I0.I0

Crack Ti

5th Multiple

c) Middle Slice; MF = 8.81

Fig. 2. Type A Fringe Patterns



not unreasonable,scatterinR'Ap vs.V_ dataand

variationsin bond thicknesstogetherwith cracktip

irreg'Nlaxitiesdisturbedrepeatability.Becauseofthese

problems,Type A specimenswerereplacedby Type B

specimens.

-SincebondingoftheType B specimenalso
resultedina residuMstressfielditwu decidedtorun

two othertestsinordertoisolatethe variousef[ects.

TestB-1 was a homogeneoussralditespecimenwitha

Type B vee notchcrackand TestB-2 was an araldite

specimenwiththesame crackas B-I but includinga
bondline.

The resultsofthe Type B testson _ threeType

B specimensaresummm-ized inTableIV.The results
presentedin Table IV may be used to assessthe

Type B test specimen. The experimental results were
correctedfor the notch angleusingthe analysisof

Grossand Mendelson[4}.

Normally,forMode Iresultsd_taaretakenacrou

thecrackplanefromthetopfringelooptothebottom

one and theresultdividedby two.Thiseliminatesdif-

ficultiesinlocatingthecracktip.Thiswas notdone in

TableIV sinceloopdataforTestB was not available

fortheAraldite-Aluminum specimenside.However,
inthisspecimen,the cracktiplocationwas obtained

from a separate40X photographofthespecimensur.

facewhich was overlaidon the f_ingepatternforac-
curacy.In computing percents, the Top and Bot-

tom v_lueswere first averaged in BI and B_ to elim-
inate errorinlocatingthe crackcenterline,and then

the L and R valueswere avera_clto eliminatenon-

uniformloadingeffectsthrou_ thethickness.Percent

SIF variationsthroughthethicknessmeuured thedif-
ferencebetweenthecentralM valueand theL and R

v-Mues.

The fringepatternsfrom teatB-I were typical,
showed no unusualresultsand mm not shown here.

Comparing theaverageof theslicermultsinB-I with

the theoretic_ KI value (l_ble IV) we me that the ex-
perimental results were 3._ higher than the theoret-
ical result, prob_ly pm-thdly due to some nmchini_
residualstreu. _ p4ttter_ in the B-2 specimens
showedsome residualst_ intheno lo4tdshot(Fig.

3a)resultingfromcuringofthebond linematerial,but
loadedpatternsappe_ed toswmmp thesestress_.By

comparingtheaverageofthesliceswiththetheoretical
results we see an increase at 8% over the theoretical
v_ue, of which 3.6% isMsum'ed to be due to effects

otherthan bond linecuring.

The Type B _'ingepatternsare shown in Fig.4.

Fig.4a showsa significantlyhigherneartipstressfield

due totheresidualbond Linestressesthan forthe]3-2

specimen.Fig.4b showshow theh_ngesaredistorted

"l_bleIV

Kl Valuesfrom SpecimensB-l,B-2 and B

L = Leftsideslice T = Above bond

M = Middleslice B = Below bond

R - Rightsideslice

KTh = 12.25x 10-3MPav/'_ Sing_arZone v_ from
.25to0.40

Svecimen K, x 10 3 MPa_/'m

BI-L-T 13.24

BI-L-B 12.69

BI-M-T 12.60

BI-M-B 12.26

BI-R-T 13.05

BI-R-B 12.52

B2-L-T

B2-L-B 13.34

B2-M-T 12.96

B2-M-B 13.00

B2-R.T 14.14

B2-R-B 13.16

B-L 14.24.

B-M 14.52
= . _, =

B.R 13.22•

• AVG 13.74

inthebondline.The middlesliceisshown inFig.4c.

By the same method ofcomparisonu before,we see

thatthe combinede_ectsof_mchining,bond lineand

modulus in_ Kt by 14.2%.

Estimltin¢the F__ectofR_dual Stresson K,

The experimentalmethodologyemployed withthe

Type B teatspecimensallowsone to assesstheinflu-

enceofthermidual stream on KI withouta detailed

analysisof the msidu_ stressfieldproduced by cur-

ingofthe glueinthe bond line.This isachievedby

summLrizing the results juJt discussed in Table V.

Table V

Svec  
B-I

B-2

B

E_ onKt

MachiningStrmJu

M_hining Stress+

Bond Line

M_J_ing Strem +

Bond Line+ Modulus

+ 3.6
--.

+ 8.0

+ 14.2
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a) No Load (After Thermal Cycle), s) No LO_ (After Thermal Cycle),

b) After Stress Freezing,

b) After Stress Freesins, MF - 8.70

5th Multiple

c) Side Slice,

Fig. 3 Type 13-2 Fringe Patterns

(Bright Field)MF = 8.75

5th Multiple

c) Middle Slice,

Fig. 4. Type B Fringe Psttern



We conclude that the bond line effect in an other-

wise homogeneous plate produces sufficient stress to
increase K1 4.4% when bonding dissimilar materials
of modulus ratio of 2.13, the increase in K1 due to the
modulus effect is of the order of 6.20%. However this

increase (6.20%) may be due to the no load thermal
cycle (Fig. 3a and Fig. 4a).

Inclined Bond Line Cracks

When applied to bond line cracks which _ere
tilted to the load direction, the type B specimens are
currently under evaluation. It may turn out that a
different crack thickness to bond thickness will be

required in order to get accurate neartip reading.
However, sufficient data have not yet been obtained
to clarify this point. This study is in its early stages.

SUMMARY = -

A seri_ of experiments involving two main types
of cracked bimaterial specimens containing a bond
line were conducted in order to assess the utility of
the frozen stress method in measuring the variationcf
the SIF distribution through the specimen thickness
and residual stress effects were assessed. It was found
that:

(i)

(_)

(iii)

(iv)

None of the loaded fringe patterns showed any
evidence of a shear mode. It may be necessary to
modify the Type B specimens for angled cracks.

Type A specimens were considered unsatisfac-

tory.

Residual stresses were present in all tests. The
effect of these stresses in the bi-material specimen
can be separated from machining stresses as
shown in Table V. Thus the increase in K1 in B
due to bond line curing and material mismatch
was of the order of 10.6%. Thus the effect of

the residual stress on Kl can be assessed without
measuring details of the residual stress.

Although a reasonable KI distributionthrough

the thickness was obtained in B, indicatinga
measure oftransverseconstrainteffect,the vari-

ationwas judged to be ofthe order ofthe exper-
imental scatter.

The present study isbeing expanded to include

mixed mode loads and cracks parallelto the bond
lines.

Note: The second page of the extended abstract of
this paper (page 42 of the Extended Abstracts Pro-

ceedings) contained an error effecting the numerical
results on that page. Those results have been cor-
rected in the present paper.
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APPENDIX I - Frozen Stress Photoelasticity

When a transparentmodel isplaced ina circularly

polarizedmonochromatic lightfield,and loaded,dark

fringeswill appear which are proportional to the
applied load. These fringesare calledstressfringes

or isochromaticsand the magnitude of the maximum

inplaneshearstressisa constant along a given fringe.

Some transparent materials exhibit mechanical

diphase characteristicsabove a certaintemperature,

calledthe criticaltemperature (To). The material,

while stillperfectlyelasticwillexhibita fringesen-

sitivityof about twenty times the value obtained at

room temperature and itsmodulus ofelasticitywillbe
reduced to about one six hundredth ofitsroom tem-

perature value. By raisingthe model temperature

above Tc, loading,and then coolingslowly to room

temperature,the stressfringesassociatedwith Tc will
be retained when the material is returned to room

temperature. Sincethe materialisso much more sen-

sitiveto fringegenerationabove Tc than at room tem-

perature,recoveryat room temperature upon unload-

ing isnegligible.The model may then be slicedwith-

out disturbingthe "frozenin" fringepattern and an-

alyzedas a two dimensional model but containingthe
threedimensional effects.In the use ofthe method to

make measurements near crack tips,due to the need

toreduce loadsabove criticaltemperature to preclude
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large local deformations, and the use of thin slices, few
stress fringes are available by standard procedures.
To overcome this obstacle, a refined polariscope (Fig.

I-1) is employed to allow the tandem use of the Post
(5) and Tardy (6) methods to increase the number of
fringes available locally.

00025 mm

Micrometer

Sto_

Collimated
Boom

_ k II-2 Refined "l'Yansm._ion Poleriscope
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APPENDIX II

Mode I AleQrithm for Homogeneous Case

Beginning with the Gri_th-lrwin Equations, we

may write,forMode I,

where:

a,# axe components of stress

KI isSIF

r,0 axe measured from crack tip (Fig.H-l)

c°# are non-singulaxstresscomponents.

Then, _long 0 ffiIr/2,aftertruncating#_#

Kt K_tp (11.2)
= + =

where _'* ffi .f(o_#) and is constant over the data range

K Ap ----apparent SIF

r_, ffi maximum shear stress in nz plane

KAp _ KI + _._ ( _r i (zz._)

where (Fig. H.1) a ffi crack length, and # ffi

remote normal stress

K Ap V_ai.e. @(ha)½ vs. is linear.

Since from the Stress-Optic L4tw

(_).,. = _ when

n - stress fringe order

I = material fringe vaJue

t ffispecimen (orslice)thicknem

and from Eq. IL2

KA, = (_',,,),,,..,(8,') _ = _ (S,r,-)t,

then KAe (through a me_sure of n) and r became the

measured quantities from the stress fringe pattern at

different points in the pattern.

A typical plot of normalized RAp vs. V/_ for a

homogeneous specimen is shown in Fig. I].2.
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APPENDIX II

A METHOD FOR EVALUATING STRESS INTENSITY

DISTRIBUTION FOR CRACKS IN ROCKET MOTOR

BONDLINES

C. W, SMITH+ and E F FINLAYSON

Department of Engmeenng Science and Mechanics. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
Blacksburg. VA 24061. U.S.A.

C T LIU

OL-AC PL RKS, Phillips Laboratory, 10E Saturn Boulevard, Edwards AFB, CA 93524-7680, U.S.A.

Ab_t'ract--A preliminary investigation limited to stress freezing materials was undertaken in order to
develop a test method for estimating the stress lmensitv factor (S1F) distribution along the border of
cracks in the bondllne of a bimatenal spec=men It was desired to measure the influence of cunng stress
and mixedmode effects for suchspecimensA singleedge notchedspecimenwasselected,and a test
procedure was devised for isolating the cunng stress effect at the bondline for Mode I. Subsequently,
mixed mode tests were conducted and the SIF distributions for Kt and K2 were obtained. It was found
that the level of the SIF values was increased by the bondline in cracked homogeneous bondline speci-
mens for bondlines nearly normal to the applied load, but that this effect was not increased in bonded
bimatenal specimens. For larger angles of inclination to a normal to the applied load, no increase in
the SIF above the homogeneous result was found. _ 199"7Elsevier Science Led

1. INTRODUCTION

WHEN A crack is located at the interface between two materials, near tip stress analysis is com-
plicated by the fact that the mode 1 and mode 2 stress intensity factors (SIF) cannot be

decoupled[l]. However, if the materials are incompressible, and plane strain exists, the near tip
interface equations reduce to the more familiar form for isotropic and homogeneous elastic

solids [2].
When cracks occur between a solid rocket motor and its rubber liner, the above conditions

are approximately realized and occur at a rather low modulus ratio between the two materials.

The first author and his colleagues have had considerable success in measuring three-dimen-

sional effects in cracked isotropic and homogeneous bodies using a refined frozen stress method
[3]. The frozen stress method is briefly summarized in Appendix A. In order to explore the feasi-

bility of such an approach in measuring three-dimensional and curing stress effects in such
cracks as described above, a series of experiments was conducted on thick plates in tension con-

taining bondline cracks between two different incompressible materials.

2. SPECIMEN CONFIGURATION, MATERIALS AND TEST PROGRAM

The specimen configuration used in all tests is pictured in Fig. 1. All loads were parallel
to the long dimension of the specimens. The materials and their properties are given in
Table 1.

The thermal coefficient of expansion for both materials was matched exactly at

15.3xl0_per 'F at room temperature and llgxl0___.20xi0_per °F at 240°F. The

araldite-aluminum specimens were produced in opaque form by adding 25% by weight

of aluminum powder to the pure transparent araldite, a common photoelastic material.

+Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed
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Fig. I Test Beornetr_.

The bonding agent was a commercial glue PLM-9 made by Photolastic, Inc. Raleigh,
N.C. The test specimen materials were supplied by Survey Technology Centre, London.

The testing program involved three test specimens for each crack orientation: one homo-
geneous specimen (B-I), one bonded homogeneous specimen (B-2) and one bonded bimaterial
specimen (B). This was done in order to isolate residual bond line effects from bimaterial effects.

3. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

In order to provide an analytical control, the following procedure was used to estimate
theoretical values of K,,h) and K2,h).

Table 1 Material properties

Material T:,,,,c=, EHo, I,

Araldile 240:F 269_ps=(l8.60MPa) 1.64psi-ln(2869 Pa-m_
Aral-Alum 240 F 5349 psi (36.88 M Pa I --

II-2
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(b)

Fig, 2. B-2 (homogeneous bonded specimen) for B = 0:. (a) No load (through thickness). (b) Loaded
and stress frozen (through thickness) {c) Edge slice L (M.F. = 8.75_.

99

Fig 3, B (birnaterial bonded specimen) for /_ = 0:. (a) No load (through thickness) (b) Loaded and
stress frozen (through thickness). (c) Edge slice L (M.F = 8.75).

The values of Kluh) and K21th ) were based on two-dimensional solutions for edge cracks in
semi-infinite plates [4.5], adjusted to finite width plates using refs [6.7], and correcting for the
notch effect using ref. [8]. In adjusting the infinite plate solution to the finite plate solution for

inclined cracks (fl _ 0), the projection of the crack normal to the direction of the applied load
was used.

Experimental results were obtained from frozen stress photoelastic experiments and optical
data were converted into stress intensity values using the algorithms and procedures described in
Appendix B.

4. TEST RESULTS

Frozen stress tests were conducted on edge cracked specimens for values of fl = 0-, 15. 30-
and 45:. After stress freezing, thin slices were removed mutually orthogonal to the crack front
and the crack plane (L,M.R in Fig. 1} and the slices were analyzed photoelasticall', (Appendix
A) and SIF values were determined for each slice /Appendix B). Fringe patterns from the
cracked homogeneous specimen were as expected and are not shown. Fringe patterns from the
no load and loaded through thickness shots _ind an edge slice are shown for the homogeneous
bonded specimen {B-2) in Fig. 2 for fl = 0 :. Corresponding photos for the bimaterial specimen
for/3 = 0: are shown in Fig. 3. Finally, corresponding photos for the homogeneous bonded spe-
cimen (B-2) are shown for fl = 30: in Fig. 4. It is clear that bond line curing fringes exist in all
specimens but a developed singular fringe pattern does not exist for these cases. Machining

stresses parallel to the notch sides appear to diminish during stress freezing.
In the 15: homogeneous bonded test. a crack emanated from the notch tip under load at

the notch tip, ran to a bond-araldite interface and proceeded to groa along the interface.

'1"" --3
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(a)

Fig 4 B-2 (homogeneous bonded specimen_for,6'= 30_.(a)No load(throughthickness)(b)Loaded
and stressfrozen(throughthickness).(c)Edge sliceL (M.F. - 8.75)

Table 2

Speclmen Fl F., Fi/(;l )'rN YyIF.,_-H

B = 0% [Fig I]:(Fl)'rH"1.51
6 = 8.75psi(0.060MPa)

B I-LR 1.39 -- 0.907
B I-M, LMR 1,67,1.47 -- 1.11,0,974
B2-LR 133 -- 1,15
B2-M, LMR 1.95.1.80 -- 1.29,1.19
B-LR 1.72 -- 1.14
B-M. LMR 1.82.1.75 -- 1.21,I.16

u

m

B " 15';[Fig I];(F0-rH'=1.41;(F:)-r,-0.]81
_B_" 14.0psi fOOT7 Mpa.):or = 8.75psi (0.060Mpa.)

B]-LR 1.31 0.179 0.929 0989
BI-M. LMR 1.62.1.42 0.221,0.193 1.15,1.01 1.22,1.07
B-LR 1.52 0,209 1.08 1.15
B-M. LMR 1,79,1.61 0.244,0,231 1.27.1.14 1.35,1.28

,8 I 30k [Fi_ 1]: (F0"rH" 1.16:(F2YrH=0.229
6m_"7.00 psi (0.048 MPa); 6B__B= 14.0 psi (0.097 MPa)

m

BI-LR 1.03 03320 0.888 0,944
BI-M. LMR 1.14.1.07 0,353,0,330 0.983,0.922 1.04,0.973
B2-LR 1.05 0.323 0.905 0,953

B2-M. LM R I.16,1.08 0.357,0.334 1.00,0.931 1.05,0.985
B-LR 1.02 0.3] 7 0.879 0,935
B-M. LMR I. t 6,1.07 0.357,0,330 1.00,0,922 1.05.0.973

- 45";[Fig 1): (FJ-rH=0.837;(F2)'rH"0.432
= 7.00ps_(0.048MPa)

BI-LR 0856 0494 1.02 1.14
B1-M. LMR 0.921.0.8"7"7 0.532.0.506 1.10,1 05 1.23,1 19
B2-LR 0.843 0486 ] ,01 I 13
B2-M, LMR 0.8"3.0.852 0504.0 492 1.04,1.02 1.1"7,1.14
B-LR 0,893 0.516 1,07 1.19
B-M, LMR 0857.0.881 0.494.0.508 1.02,105 114.1 lg

FTH " 2D Theoreucal estimales
FI = Kl/O.v_7_a: [,. = A'Z!6.,,/_-a

o : 0.375 in (9.53 ram). [Ftg I}

B1 = Homogeneous spec)mera
B2 = Homogeneous bonded specimen
B = B_-ma_enal spectmen

LR = Average of left edge and nghz edge slices [Fig I]
LMR = Average of left edge. middle and nghl edge slices [Fig l]
For _ ,, 0. pro]ect)ons of mode I and mode 2 resuhs are used

i i -4
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The normalized SIF results from all tests are tabulated in Table 2. Several general com-
ments can be made.

1 ._,11 FTH values are two-dimensional analytical results. (FII)T H values are estimated from
{ FI }TH analysis.

2 The FI distributions through the thickness revealed a slight elevation in the SIF near mid-
thickness as expected in every case except the 45°B-M result.

30nl> the 15: and 0: cases revealed a significant increase in Fj/(FI)TH,,c in the bimaterial spe-
cEmens (14%, 16%). However, this same order of increase was found for the 0: homogeneous
bonded specimen (19%) and would be expected for the 15_ case as well.

4. Values of {F,/(Fil)TH}AVG were generally higher than their {Ft/(FI)TH}AVG counterparts but,
since we do not have an accurate two-dimensional analytical result for this case, no particular
significance is attached to these elevations.

5. SUMMARY

A series of tests was conducted in order to provide a data base for the development of a
test for evaluating stress intensity factor distributions along bond lines between incompressible
materials of different Moduli of Elasticity. It was desired to separate the bond line effect from
the bimaterial effect (see Table 3).

As shown in Table 2, variations in the SIF across the plate thickness were small and of the
order of the accuracy of the method of analysis (2.6%). However, they did show the expected
distribution in the bimaterial specimen. Moreover, the procedure allows separation of bond
stress and bimaterial stress effects.

Tests were conducted on specimens containing bondline artificial cracks inclined to the load

direction at the angles of 0°, 15_, 30° and 45 °. The modulus ratio in the bimaterial specimens
was 1.97. Stress intensity factors determined at intervals through each specimen thickness by the
frozen stress method were normalized with respect to two.dimensional solutions for Mode I and
two-dimensional estimates for M_de II.

As a result of these studies, it was found that:

1. For /_ = 0° and /_ = 15°, a significant elevation in K_ occurred in the bimaterial specimens
(14% to 16%). However, this increase also occurred in the homogeneous bonded specimen in
the/_ = 0 ° test and is expected in the/_ = 15° homogeneous bonded test. The suggestion is
that the elevation of K_ is due to the bondline stresses and not due to the modulus ratio in
the bimatenal specimen. Examination of the no load bondline fringes reveals that they are
indeed nearly normal to the load direction near the crack tip.

2. It is of interest to note that there was no effect on K_ of either the homogeneous bondline or
the bimaterial specimen for values of ,8 = 30° and 45°. This is believed due to the fact that
the no load bondline fringes were nearly parallel to the load direction near the crack tip and
thus made no contribution to the fringe'gradient in the load direction which is used to deter-
mine KI. A qualitative sketch of the effect of the bondline residual stress in (1) and (2) is
shown in Fig. 5.

3. Mode II results were larger than predicted by approximate analysis, but again appeared due
solely to bondline effects.

4. In all cases except one the peak SIF occurred at mid-thickness. In the single exception,
(/_ = 45') the variation in the SIF across the thickness appeared to be of the order of the ex-
perimental scatter (i.e. < :1:3%).

Table 3 Thickness averaged results compared to the 2D homogeneous solution for ,8 = 0 _

Spectmen Effect on K_ of Percent

B-] Machining stresses -2.60

B-2 Machining stress + bondline stress 19

B Machining stress * bondline * mcxlulus 16

I7-5
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For 13= 0 °, 15°

Readmg line

Live load
nearlipfnnges

Data

zone

For 13= 30 °,450

Reading line

Co)

Bondline

Fig 5.Artist'srenditionof bond linestresseffect.

In conclusion, it appears that using the three specimen test procedure, reasonable results
can be obtained for S1F distributions through the thickness of bimaterial specimens containing
bondline cracks in incompressible materials. Tests employing this method are being conducted
on cracks parallel to the bond line.

Acknowledgements--Theauthorswish to acknowledge the support of the Department of Engineering,Scienceand
MechanicsResearchFacilitiesand thesupportof NASA under Grant No. NAG-I-1622 and Hughes STX Corp.under
sub-contract No 95-7025-KI169.
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APPENDIX A

I03

Fr_'cn _/re_ pho?oeJ_25flCIl._

When a transparent model is placed in a circularly polarized monochromatic light field, and loaded, dark fringes will

appear v.h=ch are proportional to the applied load, These fringes are called stress fringes or isochromat=cs and the magm-

=ude of the max=mum in-plane shear stress is a constant along a given fnnge

Some transparent materials exhibit mechanical diphase characteristics above a certain temperature, called the criticat

lempera|ure (T,) The material, while still perfectly elastic will exhibit a fringe sensitivity of abou_ 20 times the _,alue
obtained al room temperature and its modulus of elasticity will be reduced to about one six hundredth of _ts room tem-

perature value B_ raising the model temperature above Tc loading, and then cooling slowly to room temperature, the

stress fringes associated with T¢ will be retained when the material is returned to room temperature Since the materm] _s

so much more sensitive to fringe generation above T¢ than at room temperature, fringe recover) at room temperature

upon unloading is negligible The model may then be sliced without disturbing the "frozen in" fringe pattern and ana-

I)zed as a two-dimensional model, but containing the three-dimensional effects. In the use of the method to make

measurements near crack tips. due to the need to reduce loads above critical temperature to preclude large local defor-

matlons, and the use of thin slices, few stress fringes are available by standard procedures To overcome this obstacle, a
refined polariscope is employed to allow the tandem use of the Posit9] and Tardy[10] methods to increase the number of

fr=nges available Iocal])

in fnnge photographs, integral fringes are dark in a dark field and bright in a bright field Bright fields are used through-
ou_ this paper for clarity

APPENDIX B

_4ode I algorithm for homogeneous caze

Begmning with the Grif_th-lr'win Equations. we may write, for Mode 1,

K'I ¢

o,s = _ _./10) + o',j (i,j=n.z). (BI)

where o,j are components of stress. K_ is SIF, r. 0 are measured from the crack tip (Fig 6), o are non-singular stress
components.

Then. along 0 = Ir 2. after truncating o,j

K_ KAp

(,.:).,.== _ + ,° = _ (e")

v.here r= =f(o,i ) and is constant over the data range: KAe- apparent SIF, _.:= maximum shear stress in n: plane

KAe K, + ../S.: ( r _ '/'
"" 6'(xa-'__ = _'(,raf/: T _.a/ ' _B_,)

where (Fig 6) a = crack length and _'-remote normal stress, i.e KAe/I_ro) Ip'} vs v'_ is linear

Since from the Stress-Optic Law. (t.:),,_ = _, where n - stress fnnge order.f = material fnnge value, r = specimen (or

slice) thickness and from eq (B2). then

n

z. 2" t

(a) (b)

Fig 6. Near tip notation

I1-7
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Mode 1 Slice Data Interpolation
.... I .... t .... I .... l''''l''''l''''l'''

2.5 1

1.5 _

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Fig. 7. Determination of K_/6V'V_ from test data

, ,.Olr. i/2 = nJ" (grCr)l/2,

and KAp (through a measure of n) and r become the measured quantities from the stress fringe pattern at different points

in the pattern

A typicalplot of normalized KAp vs _ for a homogeneous specimen isshown in Fig 7.

Mixed mode algorithm

The mixed mode algorithm was developed (see Fi$ 8) b,, requiring that:

lira {(8err.) ' ': (0,)'_'_ 'v }
¢_"--_ 0

v,'hichleads to:

Fringe _ j

loops

Range

0m / of data
/

......

i

-_L___ r/a

Fig 8 Determination of 8._: for mixed mode case
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2 4 K, I

B_ measuring @,, which is approximately in the direction of the applied load. K:/K_ can be determined.

"Then v,r=tmg

=

rm=_ .fn_ KaP

one ma_ plot K _P/(_(_ta) =:2) vs _ as before, locate a linear zone and extrapolate to r - 0 to obtain K*. Knowing

K'. A: K_ and ®,,,: values of K= and K: may be determined since

K " = [(K= sin @,,,: + 2K: cos O,:) 2 + (K., sin @,, ,);]u:. (B6)

Details are found in ret'.[3]. A plot of K _p/dv"_o vs _ will yield a linear zone from which K" can be extracted.

Knov, mg K _ and @.:, K_ and K: can be determined from eqs (BS) and (B6).

(Received 5 February 1997. in final form 6 May 1997, accepted 8 May 1997)
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ABSTRACT

Using the frozen stressphotoelasticmethod, stress

intensityfactor(SIF) distributionsthrough the thickness

ofplatescontainingblunt through cracksparallelto and
atdi_erentdistancesfrom the bond linebetween materials

of the same and diHerent moduli are determined. By

comparing the homogeneous bonded with the bi-material

specimenswhilesuppressingthe influenceofdi_eringcritical
temperatures,the effectofmodulus mismatch is estimated
aswellasbond linee_ects.

1. INTRODUCTION

__ Solidrocketmotors consistofan incompressiblematrix

which lends itselfto being modelled by frozen stress

photoelasticityabove the criticaltemperature (To)of the

material. The first author and his colleagues have analyzed
SIT distributions along crack fronts in rocket motor models

(Smithand Wang, 1992)and (Smithetal,1993)and recently

have measured SI:Fdistributionsalongcrackfrontsinbond
_ tinesbetweentwo materialsofthe same and dJHerentmoduli

usinga refinedfrozenstressmethod (Smith etal,1997).In

thelatterpaper,sincethematerialwas incompressibleabove

--- T,and thetestspecimenswere relativelythick,the interface

fractureequations(Hutchin_onand Suo, 1992) reduced to

the classical,homogeneous form for near tip nearlyplane

strainstates.

When cracksin rocketmotor materialare loaded in a

moderate temperature regime,significantbluntingresults

at the crack tip. Moreover, such cracks occasionallyform
paralleltothe bond line.The prment studywas undertaken

inorderto establishthe extentofthe influenceofbond line

stressesupon the SIF distributionalong the bluntedcracJ¢

frontsforcracksparalleltobond linesinboth homogeneous

bonded and bi-materialspecimens.

2. TEST SPECIMENS AND METHOD OF ANAL-

YSIS

Edge crackedspecimens, the dimensions of which are

presentedin Fig. I,were selectedforthe analysis.Three

typesof specimens were used:

a) One _ithouta bond (used asa control).

b) Bonded homogeneous specimensto measure theeffectof
the bond stresses.

c) Bi-materia]specimens to assessthe combined influence

ofmodulus and Tc mismatch inthe two materialswhile

suppressingefIectsdue to Tc mismatch as much as

possible.



r

CpecLmens of each t)-pe were first cycled through a

stress freezing cycle under no live load, then loaded, stress
frozen, and three slices (L,M,R in Fig. 1) were removed

from ea_ specimen and anal_-zed using a refined frozen
stress procedure. The frozen stress concept is described in

Appendix I and algorithms for converting photoelastic data
into SIT _-alues at points along the crack border are described
in Appendix II.

According to interface fracture mechanics theory
(Huw_.hm_n and Suo, 1992), under conditions of material

incompressibility and plane strain for a bond line crack,
there will be no modulus mismatch effect upon the SIF.

This re, uh was confirmed in some prior tests (Smith et al,
1997) using araadite bonded to araldite containing aluminum
powder The two materialsexhibitedthe same Tc but their

thermalcoefficientswere somewhat dLfferentabove To.

In producing stressfreezingmaterials,manufacturers

have apparentlyhad to sacrificecontrolof Tc in order to

maintain accuratevaluesofmaterial fringevalue,thermal

coefficientvariations,hot modulus and generalmaterial

qualityConsequently,inthe presentstudy,two commercial

materialswith the same thermalcoefficientsbut differentTc
valueswere selectedand testedinorder toassessthe e_ect

of the Yc - modulus mismatch.

Cracks were machined into the material with the higher
7", in order to _ze the influence of Tc mismatch, since

the material with lower Tc would still be in the rubbery state
when the material with the higher Tc becomes glassy and so
should have a smaller influence on crack tip residual stress

that 2"the crackwere in the materialwith the lowerTo.

The two materialsused were PLM-4B and PSM-9 with

propertiesas giveninTable I.

amble I - Material Properties

Material Tcmical _Hot f

PLM.4B 180"F (12.96MPa) (420.3Pa-m)

PSM-9 v_i '20$SF (47.67NIPs) (520.1Pa-m)

These materialswere produced by PhotoelasticInc.and

_ specifiedto have the same thermal coefficientsat room

temperature(TR) and criticaltemperature (To).They were

given as a_rr = 39 x 10-6/°F and act = 90 x lO-6/°F
respectively.

--v

PLM-4B was used inthe controland homogeneous bond
linespecimens and crackswere locatedat three di_erent

distancesfrom the bond line.In the bimaterialspecimens,

-- the crack was locatedin the PSM-9. The bond lineglue

was chemicallythe same as PSM-9 but was used m liquid

form when applied. The testprocedure followedwas the

_ following:

i)Prepare test specimen blanks _th loading holes az_c

check ina polariscopeforany fringes.Ifpresent_discard
blanks.

Insert cracks in specimen blanks using a Buekler diamond
saw.

Glue specimen blanks together to form test specimens

and run a no load stressfreezingthermal cycle to

complete curingofbond lineglueand assessTc mismatch
effect.

Stress freeze specimens.

Remove three thin slices mutually' orthogonal to cra_:
plane and its border from each specimen.

Analyze slices in refined polariscope and convert optical

data intoSIT valuesforeach sliceusing the algorithms

inAppendix 12.

The bluntKlcr_ pushed the singulardata zone further

from the crae,k tII_an for a sharp crack and produced
somewhat elmmtedSlF valuesinthehomogeneous specimen.

However this is not expected to a_ect the normab2ed

comparisonsmade inthe presenttestprogram.

iv)

v)

_)

3. RESULTS

A. Homogeneous Bonded Specimens

After bonding, a singlestressfreezingcycle with no

appliedload was carriedout. Fig. 2 shows the through

thickness(TT) stressfringefielddeveloped in the curing

cycle for B-l(h = 12.7 ram) and indicates no interaction

between the crack and the bond line stress. Moreover, the
data zone normal to and passing through the crack tip is
completely free of fa-inges indicating no effect on the K1 or

non-singularvaluesdue to Tc mismatch. For B-2 (h = 6.35

ram) interactionwas observedand forB-3 (h = 3.17ram) a
significantinteractionbetween crackand bond lineresulted.

However, allof the data zone used for computing K2 and

K2 exceptB-5 are completelywithinthe same fringeorder.

This indicates a change in a_'j but not in K_ or K_. The
effect on B-5 is noted in the next section. In all cases, one
fringe was clearly visible adjacent to the bond line.

Both the control specimen B and the B-1 (h -- 12.7 ram)
specimens yielded pure Mode I fringe parterre which were

the same to within :t:5%, a range established by determining

K_ on each side of the control specimen. Consequently their
fringepatterns revealedno new informationand are not

shown. FringepatternsforB-2 (h= 6.35ram) stilJshowed a

pure Mode Ifieldbut K_ was slightlyreduced by the curing

stressfield.Fig. 3 shows a TT and a slicefringepatternfor

B-3 (h = 3.17 mm) and indicates a disturbance in the near

IIi-2
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up fieldon the sidenearestthe bond line.

There was no evidence of a shear mode near the tipin

w any of the fringepatternswhich were read to within0.02

ofa stressfringeUsing the Mode I algorithmdescribedin

Appendix IIthe normalized apparent SIT was plottedvs.

_ r_'_. over a linearzone between _ of0.35 to 0.6,the

slopeofwhich isproportionaltothe non-singularstressfield

_'asfound A typicalplotisshown in Fig. II-2fordata on

the sideof the crackabove it.

For the B-3 specimen,thisplotfordata below the crack

revealedthat the nonsing_tlarfieldwas significantlyaltered

= _ between the crack and the bond lineand the slope was

-- reversed.This isinterpretedto mean that the treatment

inthe algorithmofa constantnon-singularstress fieldwas
not valid_ithin the measurement zone below the crack.

ConsequentlyallK determinationswere made on fringes

on the sideof the crackaway from the bond line.Results

from slicedata are@yen inTable H and show significantKl

elevationnear mid thickness.

Table II

Bonded Homogeneous Specimen Results

Specimen F1 F,/Fcrr

B-I(LR) 1.53 0.93

B-2(LR) 1.47 0.90

B-3(LR) 1.65 1.01

B-1 (M) 1.g3 1.18

B-2(M) 1.81 I.I0

B-3(M) 1.85 1.13

B-I(LMR) 1.66 1.01

B-2(LMR) 1.58 0.97

B-3(LMR) 1.72 1.05

TT = Through Thickness

LR = Average valueofleftand rightsideslices

M = Middle slicevalue

_" LMR = Average value ofleftside,middle,and rightside
slices

: _ Ki = mode 1 stressintensityfactor

a = Nominal farfieldstress

a = cracklength

_ Fi =K_Io(_a) in

Fcv-r = Normalized mode I stress intensity factor

correspondingtoLMR sliceaverageofhomogeneous control
specimen

B. Bi-materialSpecimens

For the bi-materialspecimens.B-4, B-5 and B-6, afterthe

curingcycle,interactionwas found between the bond line

stressand the crack tipfor allthreecranks. As shown in

Fig. 4, the bond linefringeforB-4 isbroaderthan in the

homogeneous case but the stresslevelwas similar.When

the bi-materialspecimens were loaded and stressfrozen,

contractionof the PSM-9 as itpassed through itscritical

temperature (205°F) during coolingwas slightlyrestrained

by the PLM-4B which was stillabove itsTc(180°F) (i.e.

E,_e,_/Epla,,_ < 0.5%). When the PLM-4B changed into
it'sglassystate, the correspondingsh.,d.nl_gewould impose

a small livestressfieldin the PSM-9. However, when

sliceswere removed totake data,thisstresswould be likely

released.Loading added a shear mode to specimens B-4,

B-5 and B-6 as shown inFig.5.

The inclinationofthe reahinglineanglenear the cracktip
increasedas h decreased. Thin sliceswere removed from

each specimen and analyzedasbeforeusingthe mixed mode

algorithmof Appendix II.The resultsofthisanalysisare
shown inTable IIi

Table III

BimaterialSpecimen Results

Specimen FI F_ F1/FCTT FUFcn"

B-4(LR) 1.53 0.11 0.93 0.07

B-5(LR) 1.70 0.20 1.04 0.12

B-6(LR) 2.01 0.31 1.23 0.19

B-4(M) 1.96 0.14 1.20 0.09

B-5(M) 1.81 0.21 1.10 0.13

B-6(M) 2.35 0.37 1.43 0.23

B-4(LMR) 1.67 0.12 1.02 0.07

B-5(LMR) 1.74 0.20 1.06 0.12

B-6(LMR) 2.12 0.33 1.29 0.20

TT = Through Thickness

LR = Average valueofleftand rightsideslices

M = Middle slicevalue

LMR = Average value of leftside,middle, and rightside
slices

K, = mode I stressintensityfactor

o --Nominal farfieldstress

a = cracklength

FI = K11a(_ra)I12

Fi = K21u(_ra)lli

FcT"r = Normalized mode 1 stress intensity factor

correspondingto LMR sliceaverageofhomogeneous control

specimen

:[Ii-3



4. DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS

__ From :he fringepatterns obtained for the homogeneous

bonded specimens= it is clear that on]y Mode I exists near
the crack tip although shear was present globally. From
Table 11 the ratios of the normalized SIF m the middle

•- slices to those near the edges were 1.93/1.53 = 1.26 for B-
1:1.81,/1.47 = 1.23 for B-2, and 1.85/1.65 = 1.12 for B-3.

Since the accuracy of the method is judged to be ±5%, these
_ nhumbnailed" distributions are readily measured. The

presence of the bond line does not in_uence the B-1 crack.
(i.e. F_/Fc_r = 1.01) Variations in B-2 and B-3, causing
an SIT reduction in B-2 but an increase in B-3 are likely not

The resuhs from the analysisof the testdata from the bi-

materialtestsarepresentedinTable m. The resultsdearly

sho_"thepresenceofa shearmode. There isalsoa significant

increasein the SIT near the mid-thicknessof both FI and

F_. Comparing averagevaluesfrom TablesIIand Ill,itis

clearthatthe effecton F, isnegligibleforB-4,smallfor]3-5

"- but becomes significantforB-6,with the bi-materialv'41ues

ofLM'R exceedingthoseofthe homogeneous bonded values

near the bond line.Itisagain clearthat the distribution

_ in the SIT through the thicknessismeasurable in the bi-

materialspecimens.For example, the ratios:

-. B-4M/B-4LR = 1.96/1.53 = 1.28

-- B-bM/B-bLR = 1.81/1.70 = 1.06

B-6M/B-6LR = 2.35/2.01= 1.17

are a// easilymeasured differencesacross the thickness.

Moreover, the no-loadphoto for B-5 revealeda fullfringe

around the cracktipwhich isestimatedtoincreasethe B-5

K resultsby asmuch as 8%. The above resultssuggestthat

-- thisno load fringe may only have a_ected the edge slices
LR.

Finally,one may conjecturethat,from the pointofview of

_ a designer,when the crackislocatedfurtherfrom the bond

linethan itsown length,the e_ect on the Mode I SIF is

negligibleand the _hear mode dect isof the order of 7_

ofthe Mode I controlvalue.For a crack only one thirdits

-- lengthfrom the bond linethe Mode I SIT isincreasedby
about 29% above controlwhilethe Mode II_ect isabout

20% ofthe controlvalue.

-- In (Smith et al, 1997),when a crack was placed in the
bond linebetween two materialsofthe same Tc but di_erent

moduli,the averageSIF was the same as fora companion

crackedhomogeneous bonded specimen,suggestingthatthe

modulus mismatch has no inSuence on the SIT. Assuming
that to be the case,we might then attributethe presence

of Mode II and the incre_e in Mode I in B-6 entirely

_- to the Tc mismatch. On the other hand, sincewe have

triedto_e Tc effectsand none can be detectedwhen

w

comparing TT no load curing cyclefringepatternsof B-

I, B-2: and B-3 ,_ithB-4, B-5 and B-6, (exceptpossibly

the SIT distributionin B-5 as noted earlier)one isinclined

to conjecturethat the increasein the Mode I SIT in B-6

might be due primarilyto the modulus mismatch. However.

pending furtherstudiesthisresultmust remain an open

question.

These studiesrevealthe importance of exercisingcareful

controlover the To, cure,and thermal coe_cient control

when usingbi-materialspecimensforstressfreezingOn the

otherhand, accuratevariationsinthe SIF valuesthrough the

thicknesscan be measured.
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APPENDIX I - Frozen Stress Photoelasticity

When a transparent model is placed in a circularly

pola._ized monochromatic light field, and loaded, dark fringes

m-ill appear which are proportional to the applied load.

These fringes axe called stress fld.nges or isochromatics and

the magnitude of the maximum inplane shear stress is a

constant along a given fringe.

Some transparent materials exhibit mechanical diphase

characteristics above a certain temperature, cal]ed the

critical temperature (To). The material, while still perfectly

elastic will exhibit a fringe sensitivity of about twenty times

the _ue obtained at room temperature and its modulus

of elasticity will be reduced to about one six hundredth

of its room temperature value. By raising the model

temperature above To, loading, and then cooling slowly

to room temperature, the stress fringes associated with Tc

will be retained when the material is returned to room

temperature. Since the material is so much more sensitive to

fringe generation above T¢ than _t room temperature, fringe

recovery at room temperature upon unloading is negligible.

The model may then be sliced without disturbing the "frozen

in" fringe pattern and analyzed as a two dimensional model

but containing the three dimensional e_ects. In the use

of the method to make measurements near crack tips, due

to the need to reduce loads above critical temperature to

preclude large local deformations, and the use of thin slices,

few stress fringes are available by standard procedures. To

overcome this obstacle, a refined polariscope (Fig. I-1) ks

employed to allow the tandem use of the Post (Post, 1966)

and (Tardy, 1929) methods to increase the number of fringes

awailable locally.

In fringe photographs, integral fringes are dark in a dark

field and bright in a bright field. Dark fields are used

throughout this paper.

APPENDIX II (Algorithms)

•___odeI Alzorithm for Hgrnogeneous CasP

Beginning with the Griffith-Ir_d.n Equations, we may

_-rite, for Mode I:

Kz
a,: = _/,¢(0)+ a_j (i.j. = n,z)(2_r)

(It1)
where:

a:: are components ofstress

Kl ksSIF

r,B are measured from crack tip (Fig. II-1)

a,°d are non-singular stress components.

Then, along _ = lr/2, after truncating a U

K1 KAp

(_"')"" = (s"g_7_)_+ "°= (8,_,-)'-'--T (x;,2)

where r ° = f(a_) and ks constant over the data range

KAp = apparent SIF

r_ --maximum shearstressinrtzplane

O(_ra)½ O(ra)-_ + T (II.3)

where (Fig.If.l)a = cracklength,and 0 = remote

normal stress

K Ap V_o(_ra)½vs. islinear.
.e. n

Sincefrom the Stress-OpticLaw

(,',,..),.., = _, where

n = stressfringeorder

J = material fringe value

t = specimen (or slice) thickness

and from Eq. II.2

X_, = (_-.,),,,..,(s_-r)_ = _ (8_) +,

then KA_ (through a measure of n) and r become the

measured quantitiesfrom the stressfringe pattern at

differentpointsinthe pattern.

A typicalplot of normalized KAp vs. _ for a

homogeneous specimen ksshown in Fig.I"[.2.

Mixed Mode Alzorltbxn

The mixed mode algorithmwas developed (seeFig.II-3)

by requiringthat:

Ill-5
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(zz.4)
which leads to:

h'2_ "_ 4 1 (H.S)

By measuring O_ which is approximately in the direction

of the applied losd, K2/Ki can be determined.

Thes writing:

= 2-7=

.r_,m

one may plot _ vs. v_ as before_ locate a 1/near

zone and extrapolate to r = o to obtain K'. Knowing, K',

K_/K_ and 0_, values of K1 and Ks may be determined

since.

K" -- [(K_sin(_ + 2U2cosO°) _ + (K_sinO_)_]_ - --

(II.6)

Details are found in (Smith and Kobayashi, 1993) A

plotOf X_p/o_'a vs. V_ veil] _eld a line_- zone from

which K" can be extracted. Knowing K" and 0_, K: & K_

can be determined from Eqs. 11.5 and II.6.

Fig.

a
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A

2

w

8 - 1, B • _. : h ,, 12.7 nv.n.
6- 2, 6- S : I_• 6._ ram.
6.3, 6- 6: _.3.1| ram.
S • @@14ram.
¢ = 0.914r_rr_.
i.,22_ ram.

|

m_ce$

} I

? T _
. M

a = II.53 trim.
c = 0.306 mm

l = 12.7 nv'a.
W = 38.1 rnm.

1 Specimen Dimensions

B-l, B-2, B-3 Homogeneous Bonded

B-4, B-5,B-6 Bimaterisl Bonded

u--

Fig. 2 B-1 (h = 12.Tram) No Load Photo After Stress Freezing

Cycle (Data zone lies between 1.17 and 3.43 mm above

crack tipl to crack plane for B-l: B-2 and B-3)
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Fig, 3 (a)TT Loaded Fringe Pattern for B-3(b) Middle Slice

Fringe Pattern for B-3

Fig. 4 No-Load Fringe Pattern for B-4 [12.Tram) Data Zone

lies between 1.17 and 3.43 mm above crack tip along a

reading line inclined B_ to a normal to the crack plane

for B-4, 13° for ]3-5 and 17 ° for B-6.

r_

w

w

_- Fig. 5 Near Tip TT Fringe Pattern for B-4 (12.Tram)
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